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Absll'act: We report direct mea8\lrelllents of the iust two Illoonance frequencies of the VIlCal tracts of young women university students 

producing the vowel. ofAustralinnEnglish. The resonances are determined from the response of the tmetto a broad band, external, 

acoustic source. From these dam ~ coostruct a VQ\Wl resonance map rar these Australian W\}men and compare it with the correspooding 
data for a sample of young Austratian men, also university students. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Each vowel sound in a language or dialect is characterised by 
a set of formants, which are broad maxima of acoustic power 
in the speech spectrum [1,2]. Thelle formanl~ are produced by 
resonances of the vocal tract, which in tum depend on its 
geometry, including the height nfthe jaw and the position and 
i!hapes of the longue and lips. A plot that locates each vowel 
by the frequencies of the two formants orrellOllllIlces with the 
lowest frequencies is called a vocal plane or vowel map. The 
formant frequencies of Australian English have been 
measured for male speakers [3,4]) and female speal=s {5-7]_ 
For reasons that we explain below, fonnants are more difficult 
to measure objectively in women than in men. Furthermore 
the precision of measurements can be improved considerably 
if the resonances of the tract rather than the formants of 
speech are measured. Recently the vocal tract resonances 
have been measureddirectly for a sample of young Australian 
men, who were students at the University of New South Wales 
in Sydney [8]. Here we measure directly, for the first time, the 
vocal tract resonances for vowels in Australian English as 
spoken by young AUirtralian women. The sample was taken 
from students at the same university. 

We begin with a brief overview of the source-filter model 
of voiced speech. In this model [1] (see Figure 1), the 
vibration of the vocal folds produces a periodic, harmonic
rich signal al the fundamental frequency [.. This signal is 
transmitted to the radiation field outside the mouth by the 
vocal tract, which has a frequency dependent gain. 
ResolllUl(:CS of the vocal tract produce peaks in the gain 
spectrum that in turn give rise to maxima in the envelope of 
the speech spectrwu. The broad peaks in the output sound 
spectrum are called fonnants. For non-nasalised speech, the 
human vocal tract may be approximated as a tube that is 
nearly closed at the glottis or vocal folds and open at the 
mouth. The radiated power of speech is irwreased (all else 
equal) when the tmct acts as an impedance matcher from the 
low acoustic impedance of the radiation field at the mouth to 
the higher impedance at the glottis: in other words, for 
resonances with a pressure anti-node near the glottis and a 
node near the mouth. If the vocal tract were a tube oflength L 

with unifonn cross section, these resonances would occur at 
wavelengths A. = 4L, 4U3, 4U5 etc. Taking L - 170 mm, the 
resonance frequencies would be approximately 500, 1,500, 
2,500 Hz, etc. (In facta tract pronouncing the vowel [3] as in 
"heard" has resonances at approximately these frequencies.) 
However, changing the shape of the tract varies considerably 
the frequencies oftheresolllUl(:es. 
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Figun: l. The source-filler model for voiced speech. Th~ 
harmonic-rich signal fromthevocal folds (top) is tranmtittedto 
the radiation field (boctom) via the !!'act. The tract most: 
~ft'ectively IWItche~ the impedance at its resonances. The 
middle sketch represents the tract as a unifonn cylinder and 
shows the pressure amplitude •. In practice, the resonance 
frequendes are modified by moving the jaw, tongue and lips. 
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The frequency R 1 of the first resonance is determined 
largely by the height of the jaw and thus the mouth opening 
(As a tube is increasingly flared at the open end, the lowest 
resonance frequency rises, and the spacing of resonances is 
decreased,) The frequency R2 of the second resonance is more 
strongly determined by the position at which the tongue 
constricts the mouth (high for tongue constriction fOlWard and 
conversely). In languages (such as English and other 
European languages) that do not use lexical tone, RI and R2 
largcly determine the vowel sound, while R3 and R4 mainly 
carry information characteristic of the speaker. 

The vocal folds vibrate at a fundamental frequency /., 
which is typically in the range 80 to 200 Hz for men and 
about 150 to 300 Hz for women. /. is also the spacing 
between harmonics in the speech sound. It is this spacing that 
limits the resolution in determination of the formants - the 
peaks in the spectral envelope - and which consequently 
makes determination offonnllllts for women in general less 
precise than for men. Signal processing algorithms for 
determining the fonnants reqLrire parameters input by the 
experimenter, and when precisions substantially mml1er than 
f. are sought, the values of these parameters affect the values 
of formants measured. Fig 1 illustrates the difficulty of 
obtaining pt'e{:ise values of the formant frequencies when the 
harmonics are spaced by anf. of200 Hz, typical of women's 
speech. In this study, we overcome this problem by 
employing an external source of acoustic current at the mouth 
to excite the vocal ttact while the subjects phonate. This 
a1low~ determination of the resonances of the tract with a 
typical reoolution of ± 10-20 Hz [8J. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The method is an adaptation of one described previously [8-
to]. Briefly, a computer (Macintosh lIci) uses a 
analogue/digi~ card (National inlltruments NB-A21(0) to 
synthesise a waveform as the sum of sine waves with 
frequencies from 200 to 4,500 Hz, with a spacing of 5.4 Hz 
This waveform is amplified and passed to a lou.dspeaker that 
is matched via an exponential hom to a pipe of inner diameter 
6 rnm. The end of this pipe, filled with acoustic absorbing 
material, is an acoustic current source, whose characteristic 
output impednnce is about 16GPasm' or 16 00.. This source 
is placed vertically so that the end of the pipe just touches the 
subject's lower lip. A microphone (8 mm diameter), whose 
signal is recorded by the same ND card and computer, is 
attached to the end of the pipe. 

For each subject, a calibration procedure is conducted, 
during which the amplitudeo of the individual sine waves are 
adjusted so that the microphone signal measured with the 
subject's mouth closed is independent of frequency. During 
this calibration, the acoustic pressurepool at the microphone is 
uc07 ..... where JiM is the acoustic current and Z..,j the 
impedance of the radiation field at the (closed) mouth, as 
baffled by the subjecrs filee. (The disturbance of the radiation 
field by the presence of the source and microphone shifts the 
measured resonance frequency by 11 Hz or less, which does 
not exceed the precision of the measurements.) Because ofthe 
high output impedance of the source, the current produced 
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during a measurement is almost identical to that produced 

during calibration. During phonation, the microphone signal is 
the sum of that due to the subject's voice (which consists of 

harmonics of/.) and that produced by the interaction of the 
injected acoustic current with the subject's vocal tract. The 
acoustic impedance of the subject's tract Z""", is in parallel 
with Z",., so the broad band component of the acoustic 

pressure is thus p...,. = u""Z"",Z_/{Z"", + ZIN</)' We plot the 
ratio y of the microphone signals fOT measurement and 

calibration. For the broad band component of the signal, this 
yields 

Making the assumption that the frequency variation of Z"", is 

much less than that of Z.."., '1 has maxima when Z""", has 
maxima 

The subjccts wcrenine Australian women, aged from 18 to 
20, who were first year physics students at the University of 
New South Wales in Sydney. Their data are thus suitable for 
comparison with those for males [8]. All had been born in 
Australia or had lived in Austxalia fOf longer than seven years 
and were recogni~ed by the 'investigator~ as having 
unremarkable AIIStra1ian accents. The vowels were presented 
in a Ih"dI or Ih"t/ context. The words used (with phonetic 
vowel symbols in brnckcts) were "heed" [i], "hidn [IJ, "head" 
[c], "had" [all, "hard" [a], "hot" [D], "hoard" [::Jj, "hood" [uj, 
"who'd" [uj, "hut" [A] and "heard" [3]. They were asked to 
pronounce and to SlIStain the each of the words for four 
seconds, whilst each measurement was made. The series was 
tbenrepeated. 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2. The ratio of the spectra measured with the mouth open 

to that with the mouth closed (Popcn"Pclrn.cdl for the vowel/of 

'(in "hot"). Several hannon1C' of the voice signal with 
fimdllIIlentai frequency!. ~ 215 Hz COIl be seen. The maxima in 
the broad band signal corresponding to the resonances Rl,R2, 
R3 and R4 are indicated by arrows 



3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the measured ratio 
Y'" P,...)P<ill for one of the subjects pronouncing the vowel [0] 
in "hot", The narrow peaks aTe the harmonics of the 
fundamenlal/."'215 Hz, The broader peaks in the broad band 
signal at about 550, 1050,2950 and 3450 Hz are due to the 
resonance~ of the tract. (In this example, note how the fIrst 
resonance is more easily identified than the first fonnant.) 

Figure 3 shows RI plotted againstR2. (plots of FI vs F2, 
with axes inverted, are traditional in acoustic phonetics 
because phoneticians have traditionally plotted jaw height vs 
position of the tongue constriction.) The relative positions of 
the vowels are similar to those in the comparable resonance 
plot for young Australian men [8]. The relative positions are 
also similar to those reported for the formants of Australian 
English [5]. Apart from the intrinsic differences between 
resonances and formants, we mearured. sustained vowels in 
this study, whereas Cox [5] measured them in normal speech, 
The substantial overlap between "hard" [0] and "hut" [tl.], and 
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Figure 3. The distrihution of(R2,Rl) for the vowels of English 
as spoken by this somple of yonng Austrahan women. The 
ccntre nfeach ellipse is themcan of(R2,Rl). The slope nfthe 
major axis indicates the reg"",sion of R2 on RI, and the 
semi!llles are the standard dowiations inthose directioru 
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Figure 4. The displ"cement of the average resonance data for 
women reported herein from those reported for Australian men 
:c:~ displacement averaged over all vowels is also 

between "heed" til and "hid" {I] may seem surprising until 
one realises that these pairs ate usually distinguished in 
normal speech by duration. The data are also included in the 
Table. 

In all cases, the frequencies Ri for the female subjects were 
higher than those for males, except for Rl in "heed" [i], 
Figure 4 shows that the average displacement of women's.,from 
men's data is thus approximately away from the origin of the 
vo"""l plane. The average value of the increase in R for the 
\VOlllen's data was 12% (65 Hz) for RI and 20% (290 Hz) for 
R2. The displacements are comparable with the average 
increases in reported formant :frequencies for Australian 
English (20010 inFl and 15% inF2 [S])and Greater American 
English {l6% in Fl and 25% F2 [Il]l. One possible 
explanation for the difference is a difference in the average 
lengths of male and female vocal tracts. However, social 
effects may be important, too, and people may learn to 
produce the resonances appropriate for their sex and /.: a 
person with a relatively long vocal tract could readily raise RI 
and R2 for each vowel simply by opening the mouth and 
advancing the tongue by a small amount. 

Table. The mean and standard deviatinn for the resoo3llt frequencies of the vowels "poken by Australian university srodents, male and f.male. 

lof ~ lui IAi r-;;;-
F'----+-=+-""'-+--"'"'--+--='---j---""""'---j hot _ hoard hood who'd hut ....... 

F=+-'=+=--+=""-I-==-j--,'='~:cn""+"",,,,,,::,'"-j0 ~ ~ ~r-;IO±IOO ~ 
F"'"'--+-'=+=--+=""-I-==-i_'=30±6D S9O±60 ~ 420±40 37O±SO 630±60 510±40 
F=+=="-f-'="+==-r==i-,,1330±70 ~ !06UllO 1!10±~~~;OO±J30 ~ 

!610±120 ~ 1200t11O-"---'m_~_""-"--~_~_B"-"--,"_",,_'_" L"_'""----"3Q I 1~ ~ 
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